Activity: Annual evaluation of pediatric radiology fellow by ancillary personnel
Evaluation type: Pediatric Radiology fellow

1. Performs procedures skillfully with attention to patient comfort
   NO-Not Observed  BC-Below Competence  C-Competent  AC-Above Competence

2. Oversees technologists’ radiography competently when requested
   NO-Not Observed  BC-Below Competence  C-Competent  AC-Above Competence

3. Demonstrates commitment to reducing patient dose
   NO-Not Observed  BC-Below Competence  C-Competent  AC-Above Competence

4. Interacts well with technologists, nurses and librarians
   NO-Not Observed  BC-Below Competence  C-Competent  AC-Above Competence

5. Communicates effectively with patients and parents
   NO-Not Observed  BC-Below Competence  C-Competent  AC-Above Competence

6. Specific Comments:
   (comment box here)